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INTRODUCTION
The Semantic Web 121 is the next Web generation. that is a knowledge-based web of documents in a machine-readable form In this vision. the semantics underlying data are explicitly represented. To this end, documents refer to a set of available, svuctured knowledge resources called ontologies.
An ontology is a shared underslunding of some domain of interest (141. In other words. an ontology is an explicit. agreed specification about a shared conceptualization. Ontologies may have different degrees of formality but they must necessarily include a vocabulary of terms with their meaning (i.e., definitions) and their relationships. Building ontologies is a difficult process that involves specialists liom several fields. Philosophical ontologists and Artificial Intelligence iogicists are usually involved in the task of defining the basic kinds and StmCNreS of concepts (objects, properties, relations, and axioms) that are applicable in every possible domain. The issue of identifying these very few "basic" principles, referred to as the Tap Ontologv (TO). is not a purely philosophical one, since there i s a clear practical need of a model which has BS much generality as possible, to ensure reusability across different domains [13] . Domain Figure 1 .2 shows the architectllre of our system, OntoLeurn, consisting of three main phases: first. a domain terminology is exlrocred from available texts in the application domain (specialized web sites and warehouses, or documents exchanged among members of a virtual community), and PNered using natural language processing [I] and statistical techniques. Second, terms are semunticully rnierpreled using WordNet 131, a generalpurpose lexical resource coding a massive quantity of nonspecific knowledge, and Semwr [ I l 
EXTENDING WORDNET
WordNer is a large lexical knowledge base whose popularity is recently growing even outside the computational linguislic community. In WardNet, a word sense is uniquely identified by a set ofterms called synser, the equivalent of concepts in formal ontologies (e.g., for the sense #3 of rmamporr: { rransportar,onM, shipping#/, trampriU3 )). and a textual definition called gloss (e.g.
"the commercral enrerprrse o/ lranspurring goods and marerialsols"). SynseU are taxonomically structured in a lattice. with a number of 'twt" concepts called unique beginners (e.g., { entity#/, something#/ 1). WordNet includes over 120,000 words (and over 170,000 synsets), but very few domain t m : for example. rromprr and company are individually included, but not transport company as a unique term.
Wordnet d e s various semantic and lexical relations like hyperonymy (a car is0 a vehicle), hyponymy (its inverse), meronymy (a room has-a a wall), holonymy (its inverse), per1oiym.v (dental perrains-lo tooth), arrribure (dry valueo/wemess), similarity (beautiful simrlar-ro pretty). The WordNet hierarchy can be extended by carefUlly attaching the domain concept trees belonging to the SDO.
These domain vees can be built in either a manual or an automatic way. Automatic methods are described in [I21 and [15]. In [15] , a domain terminology is extracted and then hierarchically organized in concepts by simple string inclusion (like in figure 11.1). In (121, the automatic extraction of a domain terminology is followed by a step of semantic interpretation of terms. In both cases, a domain tree is an iw hierarchy of concepts rooted at a very basic domain concept. An example of domain concept bee is illustrated in figure 11.2. As shown in the figure, it is reasonable to sup ose that each domain concept is assigned at least one term (i.e., one or more words, like telephone number or travel agent). Here we present an automatic procedure for mapping each domain tree r w t lo the right WordNet node (that is, to the right symer for that concepc as sketched in figure 11.3 ). This is a very delicate matter because choosing the wong sense, that is the wong collocation for the root in the hierarchy, would also affect all its descendanE. However, as long as the automatic procedure shows a good precision, domain experts can check the results in order to make the necessary adjustments. ' Of course this does not imply any string inclusion among the terms associated to a hyperonym and its hyponym (for example, swrmmmgpool can be a hyponym ofhorel /aci/i@). Also note that difierent concepts can be assigned the same term in case ofpolysemy within the domain.
P .
Let F be the forest of our domain trees and let T be one of them. We make the following considerations:
Properly attaching a domain bee T to the WordNet hierarchy is equivalent to disambiguating its root \yR WordNet; The contat C, of root r E Tis given by the set of all other domain roots (although it can be extended with all descendants o f r in the domain bee);
For each term f in C,, and for each sense S of t in WordNef, a semantic net can be built using the following relations: ' hyperoqmy, hyponym.v, meronvmy, holonymy, p m a i n p y , aftribufe, gloss and topic': to reduce the semantic net size, only concepts are a distance not greater than 3 are included (see figure 11 . 4 for an example).
The root r can be disambiguated by exploiting its wntext C,. The intersection between two semantic nets is assessed with a score vector, whose components are incremented whenever certain heuristics are matched (for instance, chains of hyperonymylmeronymy relations, parallelism
At each inner step, the score calculated is summed to the total score vector far the sewe of r involved in the intersection. At the end of the procedure, the maximum vector swre (according to a lexicographic ordering) determines the sense chosen for r.
As WordNet is very fine grained ([7] and [ 5 ]
) and because of the impossibilily of reaching a large consensus on concept disambiguation 161, it is not unwmmon that more than one choice be considered wrrect. This is taken into account in section V.
etc.)'.
I f 1 is wmposed, the step is repeated for each subterm (usually one or two words) off.
' The gloss and the lopic relation are obtained parsing respectively the WordNet wncept definitions and SemCor sentences including the sense in e x m . 'For wmposed terms, the semantic nets associated to their leflmost subterms are considered first. lfno result is found (that is, the intersection is empty) the other semantic nets are taken into account, moving from lefl to right. i Figure 11 . 4 The Semantic net for sense I of airplane in WordNet.
As illustrated in figure 11 .5, associating a wncept node in the WordNet hierarchy to each domain root concept creates a bigmition of WordNet nodes. In fact, those nodes not intersecting any path from a domain root to its WordNet unique beginner are isolated, thus allowing to prune them as described in the next section. 
PRUNINGTHEHIERARCHY
Pruning is achieved by erasing all the dead branches, that is all those nodes belonging to no path tiom a domain root node to its WordNet beginner. The effect of this operation is to delete nodes that are not related to the considered domain. Figure 111 .1 shows an example of hierarchy pruning. Note that it is probable, although not mandatory, that brothers ofdomain roots in the WordNet hierarchy be also domain wncepts. This helps find possible mistakes or omissions in the choice of domain root concepts. For instance, in the mathematical domain, the concepts of integrol#l and derrvafive#l are both hyponyms of compulafion#2 in WordNet, so, if one of them is not included in the domain forest, the procedure can w a n the domain experts and help them enrich the ontology. Besides it can happen that significant descendants of root concepts in the WordNet hierarchy be not included in the respective domain tree. These considerations make it clear that WordNet can help fill the gap due to human arbitrariness or automatic mistakes during the creation of domain ontologies. where TopOntoloa is the set of all nodes at a depth 5 2 in WordNet (that is, the unique beginners and their hyponyms), although this threshold can be extended.
The algorithm starts fmm R and moves up through the hierarchy by implementing a breadth first search (BFS). At each level, it chooser 10 delete each node for h i c h h e following four conditions hold together:
I . it has no brother; 2. 3.
4.
it has one and only one hyponym; it does not belong to the domain concept set; it is not in the WordNet "top ontology" (this condition can be considered equivalent to: it has depth > 2).
Condition (1) prevents the algodhm from flanening the hierarchy (see figure 1'4.1). Condition (2) must hold because a node with more than one hyponym is surely valuable, as it collocates at least two nodes under the same concept: conversely, a node with only one hyponym gives no additional information and provides no further classification. Condition (3) is trivial: no domain node can he deleted, Condition (4) is also quite intuitive: nodes very high in the hierarchy represent the essential core ofabstract concepts that cannot be deleted. When a concept node H is deleted, all connections to the node are updated, that is:
In the set of itS hyponym's hyperonym, H i s replaced with its hyperonyms;
In the set of its hyperonyms' hyponym, H i s replaced with its only hyponym, that is S.
An example of trimming is graphically illustrated in figure   IV .l.
One important consideration concerns the size of the domain ontology. In fact, the bigger the ontology is, the less the WordNet hierarchy is trimmed. This is due to the fact that a domain ontology conmining many concepts fits very well in a part of the WordNet hierarchy, connecting to most of its branches. This was accomplished by manually attaching each ofthe 539 root concepts to a distinct WordNet synset. Although a certain factor of arbitrariness is unavoidable [6], the context gives the human taggen clear hints about the right senses for all of them (allowing to make multiple choices in case of uncertainty). Comparing the senses chosen by the procedure with the ones provided by the laggers led to a precision of 83.83%. A worse precision was acliieved when including all rwt descendants in the root context The results give a clear evidence about the homogeneity of the root terms, as they expose strong interconnections within lhe domain, but makes it clear that subterms often refer to different senses of their domain ancestor (for example, nrchaeologicol sile and web sire refer to different senses df the site term; the same applies to highwoy code and access code etc.). The result is strongly dependent on the automatic method with which the domain wncept trees were created. An accurate adjustment of root homonymy cases will be taken into acwunt in our future work Finally we provide some data about the composition of the domain hierarchy &er the various steps. Initially, WordNet 1.6 contains about 66,000 noun concepts. As a consequence of the pruning step, WordNet is reduced to overall 596 nodes (excluding the root domain nodes). Then, trimming the hierarchy results in the deletion of 116 nodes. So, the final hierarchy is composed of480 non-specific nodes, 539 domain mot nodes mapped to as many synsets and the remaining 1,617 domain nodes (figure V.1). 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The original method presented in this paper builds a complete i s hierarchy for a domain ontology by fully exploiting WordNet and a domain concept forest. As in many other work, here again WordNet shows is usefulness in those tasks where a massive, svuctured and non-specific knowledge can help fill the gap left by the lack of domain ontologies. 
